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Let D be a BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design on 0. Let also Lc 0 with cardinality 
o~ L being n ~ v-2. We define D to be locally resistant o~ degree n i~ upon 
deletion o~ all the experimental units in D assigned to the treatments in L 
the remaining structure is variance balanced in the sense that under the 
usual homoscedastic additive linear model every normalized estimable linear 
function o~ the treatment e~~ects are estimable with the same variance. D is 
defined to be globally resistant o~ degree n i~ it has the above property with 
respect to any subset L cO as long as its cardinality is n. Dis said to be 
susceptible i~ it is not resistant to any non-empty set L. Application of 
these concepts in various branches o~ sciences and engineering are being in-
dicated. In this paper we have characterized all locally and globally resist-
ant designs o~ degree one in two di~~erent ways. Through one o~ these 
characterizations we have been able to relate our theory to the theory o~ t-
designs or tactical con~igurations. Methods ~or constructing some families o~ 
locally and globally resistant designs o~ degree one are provided. We have also 
shown that the property of being resistant depends not only on the parameters o~ 
D but also depends on the way D has been constructed. To illustrate this we 
have given three BIB (10,30,12,4,4) designs; the ~irst design is susceptible, 
the second is locally resistant to the deletion of a single treatment and the 
third design is globally resistant. Several miscellaneous results are also 
given, among which a locally resistant design of degree 2 is included. Several 
unsolved problems are indicated in the final section. 
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Abstract 
March, 1972 
Let D be a BIB(v,b,r,k,~.) design on 0. Let also LrO vlith cardinality 
of L being n ~ v-2. We define D to be locally resistant of degree n if upon 
deletion of all the experimental units in D assigned to the treatments in L 
the remaining structure is variance balanced in the sense that under the 
usual homoscedastic additive linear model every normalized ~stimable linear 
function of the treatment effects are estimable with the same variance. D is 
defined to be globally resistant of degree n if it has the above property with 
respect to any subset L c Q as long as its cardinality is n. D is said to be 
susceptible if it is not resistant to any non-empty set L. Application of 
these concepts in various branches of sciences and engineering has been in-
dicated. In this paper we have characterized all locally and globally resist-
ant designs of degree one in two different ways. Through one of these 
characterizations we have been able to relate our theory to the theory of t-
designs or tactical configurations. Methods for constructing some families of 
locally and globally resistant designs of degree one are provided. We have also 
shown that the property of being resistant depends not only on the parameters of 
D but also depends on the way D has been constructed. To illustrate this we 
have given three BIB (lG,30,l2,4,4) designs; the first design is susceptible, 
the second is locally resistant to the deletion of a single treatment and the 
third design is globally resistant. We have also indicated that every 
BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design is locally resistant of degree kif b = v. Several mis-
cellaneous results are also given, among which a locally resistant design of de-
gree 2 is included. Several unsolved problems are indicated in the final section. 
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!· Background Materials. 
Let 0 = {a1,a2, •.. ,av} be a set of v treatments. Next let D be a block 
design consisting of b blocks of sizes k1,k2, .•• ,~ such that the ith treat-
ment has been assigned into r. experL~ental units. We allow any repetition 
J. 
of any treatment in any block subject to the above restrictions. We also 
associate the following matrices with D. 
N = 1Ln .. J where n .. denotes the number of times the ith treatment appears in 
rv - lJ l.J 
.. 
the jth block,~= diag[r1,r2, •.. ,rv]' ~ = diag[k1,k2, ••. ,~]and C ~ ~-~-~·· 
Definition 1·1· D is said to be pairwise balanced if NN' = 5 + ~J where 5 is a 
diagonal matrix, J is a matrix of ones and ~ is a scalar. 
Two treatments a. and a., if j in 0 are said tc be connected in D provided 
J. J 
that it is possible to construct a chain of treatments beginning with a. and 
J. 
ending with a. such that every consecutive pair of treatments in the chain occurs 
J 
together in a block. The relationship a. connected to b. defines an equivalence 
J. J 
relation on D which induces disjoint equivalence classes. 
Definition 1.2. D is said to be connected if there ..is only one equivalence 
class in D under the connected relationship, i.e., Dis connected if every pair 
cf treatments in 0 is connected in D. 
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Leir.ma 1. ·1· D is connected if. and ~ if rank of' C v-1. 
Let ! be the response vector associated with D. We assume throughout 
this paper the homoscedastic additive linear model f'or :!!:(_!) i.e., if' 'Jr ijt is 
the response associated with the tth replication of' the treatment i in the jth 
block, then we assume E(v .. t) == e0+e.+ g. ~ 1J ~ J 
between any two observations being zero. 
of' the model and assumed to be constant. 
with var y ijt = a2 anci the :ova:dance 
e0, e., c. and cr2 are the parameters 1 _, J 
Definition t.~. D is said to be variance balanced if' every normalized estimable 
linear function of the treatment effects can be es-timated with the same variance. 
Lemma 1.2. D is variance balanced if and only if the non-zero characteristic 
~ of C ~ all equal. 
If D is connected then it is easy to characterize D whenevel' it is variance 
balanced [see e.g., Atiqullah (1961) and Rao (1958)]. 
Lemma 1.~. If Dis connected then it is variance balanced if and only if Cis 
of the form C = c I + c2~, c1. is a scalar and I is the identity matrix. 
----- J.: ·-
It can be shown by counter examples that pairwise balancedness is neither 
necessary nor sufficient for a design D to be variance balanced [F.-. r mort: 
details see Hedayat and Federer (1971)]. 
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2. Introduction and The Problem. 
The classical BIB(v,b,r,k,~) designs are known to be balanced in the two 
different senses which we discussed in section one. However, these two in-
teresting features of BIB designs can be destroyed when these designs are used 
in actual experimentation. This destruction may come about by loss of some or 
all of the experimental units assigned to one or more treatments. In this paper 
we shall explore the case where all of the experimental units assigned to one or 
more treatments have been lost. In this case the remaining structure is still 
pairwise balanced but it is not in general variance balanced. Our purpose in 
this paper is to explore the cases where the variance balancedness of the design 
remains invariant under loss or deletion of one or more treatments. More formally, 
let D be a BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design on a set of v treatments Q. Let Lc 0 with 
cardinality in n $ v-2. Delete all the experimental units in D assigned to the 
treatments in L. Call the remaining structure D. 
Definition 2. 1 • Dis said to be globally resistant of degree n if Dis 
variance balanced when any subset L of cardinality n is deleted. 
Definition 2.2. D is said to be locally resistant of degree n if D is 
variance balanced only with respect to some subsets of cardinality n . 
• 
Definition 2.3. D is said to be susceptible if there exist no subsets, L, such 
that D is variance balanced. 
}· Application of Resistant Designs. 
Suppose an experiment is going to be conducted on a set of v treatments 
using a BIB design, because the experimenter wants to have an equal 
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precision in comparing any two treatments. Now consider the following two 
possibilities: 
(A) The experimenter wants to stop the continuation of the experiment on any 
treatment or a specific set of treatments if he is not satisfied with the 
condition of the experiment. 
(B) The experimenter has doubt about the final outcome of the experiment with 
regard to some treatments. For example (i) In an experiment involving drugs, 
some of the drugs may be expected to be lethal and thus kill some or all of 
the assigned experimental units to them, (ii) In an agricultural experiment, 
a high amount of a fertilizer or a pest control may totally or partially destroy 
the assigned plants or trees, (iii) In an experiment testing and comparing 
different brands of tires, certain road and/or speed and/or weather conditions 
mB.y render some branris of tires unusable, ( i v) 'Jr, ir:. a chemical e}.'J1eriment, 
e cert5.i.n cherr:ical com"binations may be e:X'J1ected to be exp::...csive, or to fail to 
support reaction. 
If the experimenter selects his design in an arbitrary manner, then he may 
lose the equal precision under one or more of the above conditions. However, 
he can guard his goal if he can arrange to have a proper locally or globally 
resistant design. He simply assigns those treatments about whicl-1 he has doubt 
to the subset :-f "':;r,c:c~tm..:nts :2 ~,;hi~h ~h ~ C\_,;sign is r~sistant. 
4. Characterization of Resistant Designs. 
In this section we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition under 
which a given BIB design is locally resistant with respect to a fixed treatment. 
Then as a generalization a necessary and sufficient condition will be given for 
globally resistant designs of degree one. It is also shown that the property 
of being resistant (locally or globally) depends not only on the parameters of 
the design but also depends on the way the design has been constructed. To support 
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this we give three BIB designs with the same set of parameters of ~:hicl: the 
first is susceptible, the second is locally resistant and the third is globally 
resistant. Final~, we shall give a second characterization of global~ resist-
ant designs. This latter characterization shows that global~ resistant designs 
are intimately tied up with t-designs. 
Let D be a BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design on C: and let L = {x} c n. Divide D into 
two parts, Dx and D • D consists of all the blocks which do not contain x; D 
- X X X 
is the set of blocks which contain x. Next, let D' be the design obtained by 
X 
deleting x from the blocks of D . 
X 
Lemma 4.1. Dx is a BIB design if and only if D~ is a BIB design. 
X 
Proof. Note that Dx is a block design with parameters v1 = v-1, b1 - b-r, 
r 1 = r-~ and k1 = k. D' is also a block design with parameters v2 v-1, 
X 
b 2 r, r 2 =').,and k2 = k-1. Now if x1,x2 are in o-{xJ, then the pair 
(x1,x2 ) appears ),12 times in Dx if and only if it appears ).,-).,12 times in D' 
X 
Thus D is a BIB design if and only if D' is a BIB design. 
X 
X 
Theorem 4.1. D is locally resistant with respect to x if~ onbY if Dx is a 
BIB design. 
Proof. Clear~ D " D U D' is a connected design. Then :5 is VB.riance balanced 
X -
X 
if and only if its C matrix is of the 
"' 
'th t t t ( l )t. . D 1 rea mens appear Ah·' 1mes 1n 
"l X 
th form c~ + ccd· Nmv suppose th8 h s.nd 
and \,(~\imes in D '. Then the diagonal 
nl 
X 
and off-diagonal elements of C are given hy 
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c .. r -
_L 
- r-:-A. 
ll k-1 k 
-A. ( 1) 
hi ~~~) 
chi = k-1- k 
Therefore, D is variance balanced if and only if ~~~)does not depend on h and i. 
Corollary 4.1. D is globally resistant of degree ~if and only if Dx is a 
BIB design for all x in Q. 
Corollary 4.2. If D is locally resistant with respect to any treatment then 
its parameters must satisfy the following conditions: 
(N ) \ 1 r :::::: v-1, 
(N2) "(k-2 )/ ( v-2) integer, 
(N3) f.> 1 . 
Proof. If D is resistant with respect to x E Q then D~ is a BIB design which 
X 
imrlies (N1) and (N2). Condition (N3) follows from ~N2 ) and the fact that k < v. 
There are not very many sets of parameters for D satisfying the conditions 
of Corollary 4.2; although one can satisfy them in a trivial sense by letting 
D be repeated until/.. :::::: v-2, the conditions of Corollary 4.2 are fA.r from being 
sufficient as the next corollary shows. 
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Corollary ~· The property of being resistant depends not only ~ the para-
meters of the design but also depends ~ the way the design has been constructed. 
Proof. By example. We give three BIB(l0,30,12,4,4) designs of three different 
types. 
(1) Let D8 = n1 U n1 where n1 is the residual of a BIB(l6,16,6,6,2) design. 
Then D is a susceptible design. 
s 
0 7 6 3 0 7 6 3 
1 8 6 4 1 8 6 4 
2 9 5 6 2 9 5 6 
6 8 7 9 6 8 7 9 
3 9 0 8 3 9 0 8 
4 9 1 7 4 9 1 7 
5 7 8 2 5 7 8 2 
6 1 0 2 6 1 0 2 
3 2 7 1 3 2 7 1 
4 2 8 0 4 2 8 0 
5 0 1 9 5 0 1 9 
4 3 6 5 4 3 6 5 
7 0 5 4 7 0 5 4 
8 1 5 3 8 1 5 3 
9 2 3 4 9 2 3 4 
(2) Let Dh = n2 U n3 where D2 is the BIB(9,18,8,4,3) design given by Fisher and 
Yates (1953) and let n3 be the complete lattice, the BIB(9,12,4, 3,1) design with ar1 
extra plot containing a new treatment x added to each block. Then Dh is lv~ally 
resistant with respect to the treatment x only. 
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0 l 2 4 0 3 4 7 0 , 2 X 0 4 8 l. 
l 2 -=< 5 1 4 5 8 0 3 6 X 0 5 7 .J J. 
2 3 4 6 2 5 6 0 1 4 7 X 1 5 ' 0 
3 4 5 7 3 6 7 1 2 5 8 X l 3 8 
4 5 6 8 4 7 8 2 3 4 5 X 2 3 7 
5 6 7 0 5 8 0 3 6 7 8 X 2 4 6 
6 7 8 l 6 0 1 4 
7 8 0 2 7 l 2 5 
8 0 1 3 8 2 3 6 
(3) Let D = D2 U n3 where D-=< is the same design as in (2) and D2 is the g ~ 
following JIB(9,18,8,4,3) design given by Sprott(l956). 
3 2 r 1 <J .... 
4 0 7 2 
5 1 8 0 
6 5 0 4 
7 3 l 5 
8 4 2 3 
0 8 3 7 
1 6 4 8 
2 7 5 6 
D is globally resistant of degree one. g 
4 5 8 7 
5 3 6 8 
< 4 7 6 J 
7 8 2 l 
8 6 0 2 
6 7 l 0 
l 2 5 4 
2 0 3 5 







Corollary 4. 4. D is locally resistant VJith respect to the treatment :x in 0 
if and only if every triple containing x appears the ~ number of times in D. 
Proof. Recall that every block of D_ contains x. Moreover, upon ra~oval of x 
X 
from the blocks of D_ the remaining structure viz., D' is a BIB design by lemma 
X X 
4.1 and Theorem l1-.1, thus the proof. 
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Before proceeding further we need the following definition: 
Definition 4.1. Given a set 0 of v elements, and given positive integers, 
k,t(t ~ k < v) and~' we denote by a tactical configuration C[k,t,~,v] a system 
of blocks (subsets of O), having k elements each and such that every subset of 
0 having t elements is included in exactly~ blocks [see also Carmichael (1956)]. 
Tactical configurations C[k,2,~,v] are simply balanced incomplete block 
designs and tactical configurations C[k,3,~,v] are referred to as doubly balanced 
incomplete block designs. Recently, they have been referred to as t-designs 
and many mathematicians are now working on t-designs for t ;? 3 [see e.g., 
Alltop (1969,1971), Assmus and Mathson (1966,1969), Hanani (1963,1971), Hughes 
(19651 Lane (1971) and Pless (1969,1972), Raghavarao and Tharthare (1967,1970)]. 
Theorem 4.2. ! necessary condition for the existence of a tactical configuration 
C [k, t, J..l, v] is that 
~ (v-h) l(k-h) 
t-h ~ t-h =integer, h = O,l, ... ,t-1. 
Proof. The left side of(*) is the number of blocks of C[k,t,~,v] that contain 
h fixed elements of 0 . 
. corollary 4.5. !!_tactical configuration C[k,t,l.l,v] is necessarily a tactical 
configuration C[k,t',~,v] for all t' < t. 
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Now we .c;ive a second characterization of globally resistant designs .'Jf 
degree one. 
Theor~m 4.~. Dis globally resistant of degree~ if and only if it is~ 
doubly balanced incomplete block design, i.e., if and only if it is~ 3-design. 
The proof follows directly from Corollary 4.4 and Definition 4.1. 
Corollary 4.6. Any t-design, t :<= 3 is at ~globally resistant of degree one. 
This follows from Theorem 4. 3 and Corollary 4. 5. 
This latter characterization of globally resistant designs allows us to 
utilize all the available theory related to tactical configurations or t-
designs for our present theory. This also shows the practical usefulness of 
t-designs which are currently of great interest in combinatorial analysis. 
2· Existence and Construction of Resistant Designs. 
Theorem 5·1· The existence of~ BIB(v,b,r,k,A) design on 0 such that 
( v+l \ b+2A = 3r implies the existence of~ globally resistant BIB v+l, 2b, b,~, r) 
design of degree one. 
Hereafter, I and J b indicate the identity matrix of order n and an axb 
.-vn ,._.a, 
matrix with unit entries everywhere respectively. We also denote an mXn matrix 
of zeros by 0 
r-m,n 
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Proof. Let D1 be the given BIB(v,b,r,k,).) design. Augment every block of D1 
with a new treatment say ¢· Call the resulting design :51. Next, let D2 be the 
complementary design associated with D1• Then D =:51 l!'D2 is a BIB design with 
the given parameters and moreover it is globally resistant of degree one. The 
fact that D is a BIB design can be easily established. Here we prove that it is glo-
bally resistant. To do so, let x ¢ be an arbitrary treatment in o. Then 
with no loss of generality the incidence matrix of :51 can be written as 
J 
....,l,r 0 ....,1, b-r -, 4-- related to x 




I ,_,l,r ,....1, b-r I 
<--- related to ¢ 
,_ 
-I 
Now write the incidence matrix of D2 denoted by~ taking into account the same 
ordering of the treatments upon which N has been formed. Then we have 
0 
,...,1, r J ,__.1, b-r 
N = J - N J 
,_,v-1, r 1 ....,v-1, b-r 
0 
,_,1, r 0 "'1, b-r 
Note that the incidence matrix of D will be ~~]· 
~ related to x 
- N 
,...,2 
~ related to ¢ 
Let D denote the blocks of 
X 




Then by lemma 4. l and corollary ll. 1 the design D is globally resistant if and 
-' ,. . 
only if M is the incidence matrix of a BIB design, i.e., MM 1 has a fixed diagonal 
,.....,,....., 
er..try and a fixed off-diagonal entry. Computing MM' we obtain 
Therefore, for b+2}.. 
r-
ri + ~v-1 
MlV! I 
I 
l )J · ...... l,v-1 
N N I +( J N )f J - N~) "'~1 ~v-1, b-r - ""2 \.::.b-r, v-1 f"JC. 
MMI --
J ]\J I 
, ,..., l, r ;.:J. 
L 
(r-\)I 1 + (b-3r+JA)J 1 1 
,....., v- ,...,v- , v-
A,J 
"'1, v-1 
3r we obtain 
I r )..J \ 0 r ,...,v-l,v-1 ·-::.v-1 l I ' 
i 
I X r I 
-1 .L 
J Jl 
1, r,.. ... ,l, r 
).J l 












Corollary 5.: .. The existence of~ BIB(4t-l, 4t-l, 2t-l, 2t-l, t-l)design jm:plies the 
existence of a globally resistant BIB(4t, 8t-2, 4t-1, 2t, 2t-l) design of degree 
one. 
-1~-
.:::oro llary 5. 2. ,rv a"'< H et If 4t-l == p~' _ 3(mod 4) 2!:_ 4t-l == p qf- := 3(mod 4), qr = p + 2, 
then the globally resistant design in the preceeding corollary exists. 
Proof. By constructi·.:m. 
Case 1· Let 4t-l = pa = 3(mod 4). Let 0 = {z, z E GF(4t-l)}. Then let D1 
be the following known design (Bose(l947)] 
J( 2 4 4t-2 ) C >} D1 = l g +z, g +z, •.. , g +z "rf z E GF 4 t -1 
where g is a primitive eiement of GF(4t-l). Note that n1 is a BIB(4t-l, 4t-l, 
2t-l, 2t-l, t-1) design and thus by the method of Theorem 5.1 we can generate 
a globally resistant design of degree one. 
Example. Let 4t-l ~ 7· Then 0 = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}. Let g = 3· Then D1 = {(2,4,1), 
(3,5,2), (4,6,3), (5,0,4-), (6,1,5), (0,2,6), (1,3,0)}. Therefore Dis the 
following design 
rj; 2 4 1 0 3 5 6 
¢ 3 5 2 l 4 6 0 
cfJ 4 6 3 2 5 0 1 
¢ 5 0 4 3 6 1 2 
cb 6 l 5 4 0 2 3 
¢ 0 2 6 5 l 3 4 
1> l 3 0 6 2 4 5 
[See also Bhat and Shrikhande (1970) ]. 
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Case g_. Let 4t-l = p:::tqf3, ·l' "'pa + 2. Let n =- {(x,y); :x E GF(pa:), ,;r EGF(qP)}. 
Define the following addition and multiplication on 0 
Let g1 be a primitive element in GF(pa:) and g2 a primitive element 
l~o~:; let 
r( o. 1 d-1 A 1 D ·l z ,.(x,y), z +(x,y), ... ,z +(x,y), O+(x,y), w +(x,y), ... , 
where 
C.( 
in GF(q<- ) • 
It is shown by Stanton and Sprott ( 1958) that D1 is a BIB( 4t-1, 4t-l, 2t-l, 
2t-l, t-1) design and thus by the method of 'rheorem 5.1 implies a glnbally 
resistant design cf degree one. 
Exampl~. Let 4t-l = 15 ~ 3X5· Then 0ne can easily construct a globally resist-
ant BIB(16,30,15,8,7) design of degree one by the above procedure. 
Sinr::e Theorem 5.1 is an important theorem it will be very useful if we 
could characterize all BIB designs with b+2A =- 3r. We shall do this in the 
sequel. 
Sharacterization of BIB(v,b = Jr - 26, r, k, A)· 
It. can be easily shown that in any design v1ith these parameters 
lr " ( v-1 )/ 2 and r :: mk. 
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We shall now explore all the possibilities for m. 
(i) m = 1. This implies that the design must be a syrrmetric 
(ii) m = 2. We get the series BIB(2~+3, 4A~, 2h+2, \+1, ~)designs which have the 
parameters of the derived design of symmetric BIB(4A+7-, 4A+7, 2~+3, 
2\+3, i,+l) d...!signs which is the same series as in (i). 
(iii) m ~ 3· We get BIB(2k+l, m(2k+1), mk, k:, m(k-1)/2) designs. N':'w c"nsil.er 2 --:ases: 
(a) k odd = 2t+l. Then the design has parameters of m-replicate cf the 
BIB(4t+j, 4t+3, 2t+l, 2t+l, t)designs; i.e.,an m-replicat,; of Lhe design 
(" ) b, 
in (i). 
k even = 2t. Then the design is m/2 = ~ replicate of a BIB(4t+l, 
2(4t+l), 4t, 2t, 2t-l)design. Note that this BIB design is the sam2 
as in (ii) when A is odd. Thus designs in (iii) have parameters of 
f.J. replicate of designs, in (i) or (ii). 
3eries 
Thus we have characterized the entire family. Now whether or not all these 
designs exist is a major unsolved problem. This is so because the existence of 
a BIB(4t+3, 4t·tJ, 2t+l, 2t+l, t) design is equivalent to the existence of a 
Hadamard matrix of order 4 (t+l). 'rhes~ :prC'bably exist for all t, but as of 
to-day this is an open problem for infinitely many t's. 
Consider the set-up in Case l of Corollary 5.2. Let n1 be the same design 
'~s given there, i.e., D1 augmented with ¢· Now let D; be the following desigr, 
D~- {c 2 4 4t-2 ;· GF(I t , )'~ 2 = z,g +z,g +z, ... ,g +z V z E: .• 4 -.1. J . 
l~ow we have the fc, llowing theorem 
.v, 
Theorem 5.2. The design Dh "' i\ '! D2 is locally resistant wi-ch respect to 
treatment ¢ only. 
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Proof. F'or the proof that D is a BIB design see Bose (1947). Now D is locally 
resistant with respect to ¢since D; is a BIB design, see Corollary 4.1. Because 
of the cyclic property of :51 and n; the design is not resistant to any other treat-
ments. 
Example. Let 4t-l = 7· The ~ is as follows: 
rj; 2 4 l 0 2 4 l 
dJ 3 5 2 l 3 5 2 
(/) 4 6 3 2 4 6 3 
8 5 0 4 ~ 5 0 4 
¢ 6 l 5 4 6 l 5 
¢ 0 2 6 5 0 2 6 
dl l 3 0 6 1 3 0 
Remark. Note that Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.2 again show that property of 
being locally or globally resistant depends both on the parameters of the 
design and on the way the design has been constructed. 
Theorem~· ~globally resistant BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design of degree~ exists 
whe~r v 2k, b = 4(2k-l), r = 2(2k-l), k = k, ~ = 2(k-l) end 2k-l is ~ prime 
a power p 
Proof. By construction. Let g be a primitive element of GF(pa). Then the 
following design with 4(2k-l) blocks 
D = f(z, i g +z, i+2 i+2k-4 ) i+l i+3 i+2k-3 g +z, ... ,g +z, (~, g +z, g +z, ... ,g +z), 
... 
is shown by Sprott (1956) to be doubly balanced design and thus by Theorem 4.3 
is globally resistant of degree one. 
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Theorem 5.4. ~globally resistant BIB(v,b,r,k,)..) design of degree one exists 
whenever v = 4~, b = 2(4~-1), r = 4~-1, k = 2~, ~ = 2~-1 for all ~ such that 
4~-1 is ~prime power q~. 
Proof. B,y construction. Let g be a primitive element of GF(q~). Then the 
follovling design with 2(4~-1) blocks 
D == { (z, 0 2 4(~-1) ) ( g +z, g +z, ... , g +z , ¢, 1 g +z, 3 4~-3 ' ( 6,! g +z' .•• ' g +z ) ' 'If ? F GF q I j' 
is shown by Sprott ( 1956) to be doubly balanced. Therefore H is a globally 
resistant d.esign of degree one. 
Theorem 5. 6. If s is ~prime power, then there exists §:. globally resistant 
BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design of degree one for any positive integer d and 
2(d-l) 2(d-l) d-1 
d+l (sd+l)/ (s+l) I sj I j ,--. -i b k = s+l, /., •. st.• v - s = r - s ' ' ' '-j=d-1 j=d-1 ,j=O 
Hanani (1971) has constructed a C fa +1, 3, l,t! d+l], i.e., a 3-design which 
implies (by Theorem 4.3) the existence of the design in the above theorem. Thus 
for example, if s = 3 and d = 2. Then one can construct a globally resistant 
BIB(l0,30,12,4,4) design via the above theorem. 
The following theorem establishes a series of 3-designs 'tvith v 2k and 
thus a series of globally resistc.nt designs of degree one. 
Theorem 5.'(. ~ D1 be~ BIB design with v -- 2k 0n 0 and let D2 be its comple-
ment. Then D = D1 U D2 is ~ 3-design. 
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Proof. The parameters of D1 and of D2 are (2k, 2r,r,k,A); the parameters of D 
are (2k, 4r,2r,k,2~). We show that each triple appears exactly 3A-r times i~ D. 
We consider without loss of generality the triple u v w. Let D1 be divided into 
four groups of blocks, A0, A, A, A as follows, and let A0', A', A', A' denote u v uv u v uv 
the complements; A is the group of ~ blocks containing both u and v, A has 
uv u 
r-~ blocks containing u but not v, the blocks of A contain v but not u, and the 
v 
b-2r+\ = A blocks of A0 contain neither u nor v. Thus u and v appear together 
only in A and A0'. Suppose that the triple u v w appears in a blocks of A. uv ~v 
Then w appears a times in A , ~-a times in each of A and A , r-2". +a times in 
~ u v 
A0 and hence 3~-r-a times in A0, so that the triple appears a+3A-r-a=3~-r times. 
Thus each triple appears 3X-r times in D and D is doubly balanced and globally 
resistant. 
Preece (1967) lists non-isomorphic BIB designs with parameters (2k, 4k-2, 
2k-l, k, A) for X = 1, 2, ••• , 7. He has four non-isomorphic designs for v = 8, 
five for v = 10, eight for v = 12, twelve for v = 14 and no fewer than thirty 
for v = 16. Each of these designs together with its complement gives a 3-design. 
Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.3 enables us to utilize all the available results 
on t-designs for o1rr theory. Unfortunately, no one, as yet, has found a non-
trivial t-design for t ~ 6. The selected references at the end of this paper 
can lead the interested reader to the available results on t-designs. 
Remark. We warn the reader that some authors like H. J. Ryser, w. G. Bridges, 
E. s. Kramer and perhaps others, have different definitions for t-designs (also 
called H-design) which seems of no use in our theory. 
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Before closing this section we mention the following important theorem. 
Theorem 5.8. Every symmetric BIB(v,k,X) design is local1y resistant of degree 
k (but ~ necessari5r of degree less than k). 
The proof follows from the known fact that if we delete any k treatments 
which appear in the same block then the remaining structure is a 
BIB(v-k, v-1, k, k-X, X) design. 
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6. Miscellaneous Results. 
In this section we shall give some results which we have not, as yet, been 
able to generalize. However, they are interesting enoUgh to be included in this 
report. Among these results, a locally resistant design of degree two is also 
included. 








0 4 5 7 
1 5 3 7 
2 3 4 7 
0 3 6 
1 4 6 




0 1 3 
1 2 4 






1 2 6 
1 2 7 
This design is resistant if either 6 or 7 is deleted. However, it is not resist-
ant if both 6 and 7 are deleted. 
(b) A locally resistant design of degree two. Consider the follo1-1ing 
BIB(12,66,33,6,15) design constructed in the following way. The design 
consists of four parts. Part one is a BIB(lO, 15,9,6,5) design. Part two is 
a BIB( 10, 18, 9, 5, 4) design with x added to each block. Part three is a BIB 
(lO,l8,9,5,4)design andy added to each block. Part four is a :Br:B'(iO,l5,6, 
4,2) design and both x andy added to each block. This design is locally 
resistant of degree 2, i.e., we may delete either of the two treatments, 
x and y, or we may delete both x and y. 
(c) Note that we can construct a globally resistant design of degree one 
with the same parameters as of the design in part (b). Let D be a 
three-fold BIB(ll,ll,5,5,2) design. Then Dis a BIB(l~,33,15,5,6) 
design. Since b~ = 3r in D we can construct a globally resistant 
BIB(l2,66,33,6,15) design of degree one utilizing D by the method of 
Theorem 5.1. 
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l \ ( \ ( \ (d) A susceptible design which satisfies \N1 ), N2 ), and \l\!3) of 
Corollary 4.2. We have already given an example of this type of design 
in ( 1) of Corollary 4. 3· Here we give another example which is more 
interesting because it is a cyclic design. This design is the BIB 
(12,22,11,6,5) design derived from the initial block 12 4 8 9 v and 
1 3 4 9 X Y• 
1 2 4 8 9 0 1 3 4 9 X y 
2 3 5 9 0 1 2 4 5 0 X y 
3 4 6 0 1 2 3 5 6 1 X y 
4 5 7 1 2 3 4 6 7 2 X y 
5 6 8 2 3 4 5 7 8 3 X y 
6 7 9 3 4 5 6 8 9 4 X y 
7 8 0 4 5 6 7 9 0 5 X y 
8 9 1 5 6 7 8 0 1 6 X y 
9 0 2 6 7 8 9 1 2 7 X y 
0 1 3 7 8 9 0 2 3 8 X y 
Note that 11 = 4t-l s&tisfies the condition of Corollary ~. 2 and thus one ~an also 
·~ 
construct a globally resistant BIB(l2,22,11,6,5) design ~f degree one. 
I· Discussion and Some Open Problems. 
In this paper we have opened up a ne>v and practically useful area fer re-
search. A practical utility of locally and globally resistant designs was 
• 
pointed out in section 3· We may mention that our theory is also a contribution 
to the theory of balanced incomplete block designs with unequal blocl{ sizes; 
since from a.L~~st all local~ and globally resistant designs one can d2rive 
balanced incomplete block designs witt unequal block sizes sim~ly by deleting those 
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treatments to vihich the cL si:;ns :-'.re rt.:sistant. Wr h:>pc• tba+. ·lll' the.::ry ~~11"' .,_;,::·ages 
further research by these who are interested to expand the theory and applica-
tion of design of experiments. The two major unsolved problems in this area car. 
be L•mulated as follows: 
(a) Our theory depends heavily on the homoscedastic additive linear model. 
Thus a generalization will be for a mere general mcdel. 
(b) We have mainly concentrated ":ln loco.ll;>r and. globally resistant d0signs of 
degree one. Hence, the development of the theory is open for other 
degrees. Even for degree one we have not solved all the problems. 
(c) We have indicated that a sufficient condition for BIB(v,b,r,k,~) design 
to be locally resistant of degree k is v =b. Is this condition also 
necessary? 
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